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One-Parameter Exponential Family of Distributions

F.P.A. Coolen

Eindhoven University of Technology

Department of Mathematics and Computing Science

Abstract

A generalization of the standard Bayesian theory of statistical inference is

presented for members of the one-parameter exponential family of

distributions, such that imprecise prior densities are allowed. This enables

representation of lack of perfect prior information about the probability

distribution for the parameter of interest. A model is suggested with

imprecise conjugate prior densities to enable simple updating of the prior

densities if new data come available.
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1. Introduction

The Bayesian theory of statistical inference demands a prior distribution

for some parameter, that represents available information before

experimental data come available. Walley [9] presents a clear and extensive

discussion about the major drawbacks of presenting a certain amount of

information, or lack of information, by a single prior distribution. If, for

example, the prior information consists of opinions of several experts, it

is important for the decision maker to report the level of conflict among

the experts. This is not possible by using a single distribution.

To this end the concept of imprecise probabilities is introduced (Walley

[9]), where not just one value is assigned as the probability of a certain

event, but an interval of values is chosen, with the bounds called the lower

and upper probabilities for this event. This interval can be interpreted as

a set of possible values for the unknown probability peA), between which you

do not want to make further distinction, given the available information. Of

course this implies that these bounds depend on you and your information,

and therefore have a subjective nature.

This idea suggests small intervals in case of much relevant information,

while lack of information should lead to large intervals. Total lack of

information about the probability of a certain event can be represented by

assigning the values zero and one to the lower and upper probabilities for

this event, respectively.

In Coolen [1] another possible interpretation, that is used by Walley [9]

and relates to the subjective nature of probabilities as advocated by De

Finetti [2], is discussed. This alternative interpretation is necessary for

Walley's more general concept of imprecise previsions, but can be avoided in

this report. Note that in the standard Bayesian theory, as advocated by De

Finetti [2], the lower and upper probabilities for A are equal. In this

situation we call the probability for event A precise.

In this report the standard Bayesian theory is generalized by allowing

imprecise prior densities for the parameter of a precise parametric

distribution. We have not discovered earlier work on such models, and

restrict to probability distributions that belong to the one-parameter

exponential family.
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This theory is different to sensitivity analysis, with regard to the prior,

in the standard Bayesian framework. Our approach treats lack of perfect

knowledge within the concept, while the use of sensitivity analysis leads to

the contradictory fact that a concept is used that needs complete knowledge

of probabilities, whereas the absence of this knowledge is the reason for

the sensitivity analysis. Another important difference is that in

sensitivity analysis only a finite number of distributions can be compared,

while in our approach a set of an infinite number of prior distributions is

used (except in case of precision) .

To enable simple updating of the imprecise prior densities, after new data

come available, we restrict to prior distributions that belong to a

conjugate family of distributions. If, according to an assumed parametric

distribution for the random variable of interest, with parameter a, the

likelihood function is L(S\x), then a class IT of prior distributions is said

to form a conjugate family if the posterior density, p(alx) ~ p(a)L(alx),

is in the class IT for all x if the prior density p(a) E IT {the symbol ~

indicates 'equal but for a constant factor'}. This means that the posterior

distribution has the same form as the prior, and updating is simply done by

changing some parameters of the prior distribution (called hyperparameters) .

This avoids the calculation of integrals that is generally necessary to

update prior distributions. For many models the conjugate priors can be

updated using only a few sufficient statistics of a set of data that comes

available. If the class IT is large, meaning that it contains many

distributions with very different shapes, restriction to such a class is not

an important objection for practical use of the Bayesian theory.

In section 2 of this report imprecise probabilities are introduced and some

important results are summarized. Section 3 introduces the one-parameter

exponential family of distributions in a general fo~m, and in section 4 a

general form for imprecise conjugate prior densities, for members of this

family, is suggested, and some results are presented. These lower and upper

prior densities are of the same form, but differ some factor that relates to

the amount of imprecision, so in fact to the amount of available information

or the level of confidence in the prior knowledge about the necessary

probability distributions. In case of updating this factor should also

change, as the imprecision will generally decrease if new information is
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gathered, and in section 5 a simple form for this factor is suggested.

Section 6 provides examples for some well-known members of this family of

distributions; the Weibull, normal, Poisson, (negative) binomial and gamma

distributions. Finally, in section 7 some concluding remarks are presented.

Also some appendices are added to this report. The first is an overview

of standard functions and distributions used in this report, while the other

appendices provide calculations for section 6.
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2. Imprecise Probabilities

In this section some relations are given that are used in this report. These

relations are presented in Coolen [1) or Walley [9), where also a complete

introduction and extensive discussion of lower and upper probabilities are

given. We restrict to a short introduction.

The lower and upper probabilities of an event AeQ (Q the set of all possible

events) are denoted by peA) and peA) respectively, and must satisfy the

following basic axioms (see Coolen [1) or Wolfenson and Fine [10):

(A1) For all AeQ: P(A)~O.

(A2) P(Q)=l.

(A3) For all A, BeQ, with A~B=0:

(A4) all AeQ:
- C

For P(A)+P(A )=1,

P(A)+P(B)~P(AVB) and P(A)+P(B)~P(AVB).

where A
C

is the complement of A.

Elementary consequences of these axioms are (proven in Coolen [1):

(C1) P(0)=P(0)=0.

(C2) P(Q)=l.

(C3) P(A)~P(A).

(C4) A~B implies P(B)~P(A) and P(B)~P(A).

(C5) A~=0 implies P(AVB)~P(A)+P(B)~P(AVB).

Walley [9) presents the foundation of a more general theory, and also

regards problems of coherence. The imprecise probabilities used in this

report do not lead to incoherence.

Special cases of imprecise probabilities are lower and upper cumulative

distribution functions (cdf) for a real variable X. These are the lower and

upper probabilities of the events X~x for xe~, and are denoted by

F(x)=P(X~x) and F(x)=P(X~x).

A suitable method to elicit a persons opinion about X is to ask him to

assign two functions, say lex) and u(x) with O~l(x)~u(x) for all x, such

that all functions h between 1 and u can, after normalization, be regarded

as probability density functions (pdf) for X. The functions 1 and u are

called lower and upper density functions. We assume, in this report, that 1

and u have positive finite integrals (although theoretically this is not
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necessary) , and that 1 and u are continuous functions. If lower and upper

density functions are given, then the lower and upper cdf's, defined by

x co

I l(w)dw

[1 +

I u(w)dwrF(x)
-co x (1)= and

~l(W)dW + IcoU(W)dW rl(W)dW
-co x -co

rU(W)dW
-co

F (x)

rU(W)dW
-co

co

+ I 1 (w) dw
x

co

_xI_l_(W_)d_W] -",

rU(W)dW
-co

respectively, (2 )

are the bounds of all cdf's that can be constructed from densities (after

normalization) that lie between 1 and u.

The lower and upper cdf's, constructed from the lower and upper densities,

have

f(x)

f(x)

pdf's! and f, respectively, with

l(x) IcoU(W)dW + u(x) rl(W)dW
x -co

(_corl(W)dW + xIcoU(W)dW )2

u(x) Icol(W)dW + l(x) rU(W)dW
x -co

and

Within the Bayesian framework, let l(B) and u(B) be imprecise prior

densities, with Bee (for some parameter space e) the parameter of a sampling

distribution with pdf f(xIB) .

After observing data x, the updated versions of l(B) and u(B) are

l(Blx)=L(Slx)l(B) and u(SIX)=L(Blx)U(S), respectively, with L(Slx) the

likelihood function defined by the chosen model. The corresponding updated

lower and upper cdf's, ~(Blx) and F(Slx), and corresponding pdf's are

derived as above.

Consequent definitions of lower and upper predictive densities, based on

prior densities l(B) and u(B), are:

If(xIB)l(B)dB and ux(x)

e
If(xIB)U(S)dS, respectively.

e
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Again these are not pdf's. According lower and upper predictive cdf's for

X are derived as above.

The predictive densities are updated by replacing 1(6) and u(6) by 1(6Ix)

and u(6Ix) .

For an event A, the degree of imprecision is defined by ~(A) = P(A) - P(A),

that is zero only when P(A)=P(A) {then the probability for A is called

precise}, and one if P(A)=O and P(A)=l {then the probabilities for A are

called vacuous}. For all other situations O<~(A)<l.

We also use a simple measure for the amount of information concerning A in
-1

P, that is introduced by Walley [9, section 5.3.7J: I(A) = ~(A) -1. This

is zero if the probabilities for A are vacuous, and infinite if the

probability for A is precise.
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3. The One-Parameter Exponential Family of Distributions

Many of the common statistical distributions have a similar form. This leads

to the definition that a distribution belongs to the one-parameter

exponential family (Lee [4]) if its pdf can be put into the form

p(xIS) = g(x)h(S)exp{t(x)rp(S)},

or equivalently if the likelihood of n independent observations

~ = (x
1
'x

2
, .. ,x

n
) from this distribution is

Here X is the random variable of interest, and its distribution depends on

a one-dimensional parameter S, say Se8. If X is continuous, we also write

f(xIS) instead of p(xIS).

From the form of the likelihood it is clear that (n'Lt(xi)) are sufficient

statistics of the observations.

If a distribution belongs to this family, there is an unambiguous definition

of a conjugate family of precise prior distributions. It is defined to be

the family IT of pdf's such that

Here (v,~) are hyperparameters, that can be interpreted as sufficient

statistics of imaginary observations, where v and ~ correspond to nand

Lt(Xi) respectively. The prior pdf is uniquely determined by (v,~).

If data come available, the prior pdf can be updated by Bayes' rule, leading

to the posterior pdf

The posterior pdf has the same form as the prior pdf, with (v,~) replaced by

(v+n'~+Lt(Xi)) .

Based on the prior p(S), the predictive pdf is

p(x) ~ Jp(XIS)P(S)dS,

8
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and

while based on the posterior pdf, the predictive pdf is

p(xl~) ~ Jp(Xls)p(SI~)dS.
e

If X is continuous, we also write f(x) and f(xl~) instead of p(x) and

p(xl~)·

This leads to

J
v+l

p(x) ~ g(x) h(S) exp{ (T+t(X))~(S)}dS,

e

J
v+n+l \

p(xl~) ~ g(x) h(S) exp{ (T+~(xi)+t(x))~(S)}dS.

e

In section 6 examples of distributions that are members of this family are

given.

An interesting generalization of this family of distributions is the

two-parameter exponential family. A distribution belongs to this family if

its pdf can be written as

P(x!S,Ip) g(x)h(S,Ip)exp(t(x)~(S,Ip)+v{x)~{S,Ip)},

or, equivalently, if the likelihood of n independent observations

~={xl,x2' .. ,xn } takes the form

L(e,lpl~) ~ h(S,Ip)nexP{i~lt(Xi)~(S'Ip) + i~lV(Xi)~(S,Ip)}.

The family of prior densities conjugate to this likelihood takes the form

We do not discuss this family here, but mention it because the normal

distribution with both mean and variance unknown is a member of this family.

Results for the one-parameter family can be generalized.

The idea of the exponential family can easily be extended to a k-parameter

exponential family in an obvious way, and also for those distributions

results as presented in this report can be derived.
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4. Imprecise Conjugate Priors

The distribution of a random variable X is represented by its pdf f(xIB)

with BE~, and we restrict ourselves to imprecise priors with the following

relation:

u(B) = cOI(B), where CO~l is independent of B. We

corresponding to l(B) after normalization, F
I

(B)

define FI (B)

B
J l(w)dw

-00

00

J l(w)dw
-00

to be the cdf

Formulas (1) and (2) of section 2 lead to

and F (6) [
-1 ( 1

1 + Co F
l

(6) -

respectively.

{The according lower and upper pdf's are easily found by taking the first

derivatives.}

The resulting prior imprecision is

F(8) -F (e)A(e) 2 -1'
(c a-1) +ca [F1 (e) (1-F 1 (e) ) ]

1
It is known that a S F

I
(e) (l-F

l
(e» S --4-' with the maximum value for

e=e
m

, where em is the median of the distribution with cdf Fl' Hence

a S A (8) S A (B )
m

c -1o

and

If n independent observations come available, the likelihood L(el~),

according to the chosen model f(xle), is used to update I and u, and Co is

replaced by c
n

' This leads to l(ei~) = L(elx)l(e),

c [()]-1u(el~) = C: L(SI~)u(S) = Cnl(BI~), F(S/x) = 1 + c n~ - 1

[
-1 ( 11 + C -
n~

with

aJI(WI~)dW
-00

00

J I(WI~)dW
-00
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The resulting posterior imprecision is

Now again

o ~ ~(81~) ~ ~(8 )
m,x

c -1
n

c +1 '
n

with 8 the median of the distribution
m,x

with cdf F
l
(81~).

The maximum imprecision keeps the same form, and only depends on c . Now it
n

is clear that we want c to depend on n. If we get more observations, so n
n

increases, we get more information, so it seems reasonable that the amount

of imprecision decreases. To achieve this, we need to define c such that
n

the maximum imprecision decreases as n increases. This is discussed in

section 5.

Before this, we give the predictive distributions and imprecision, and

propose a form for 1(8), for the models described in section 3.

Based on the prior densities 1(8) and u(S), with u(S)=cOl(S), the lower and
00

upper predictive densities are lx(x) = Jf(xIS)l(S)dS and
-00

00

ux(x) = Jf(xI8)u(S)dS, respectively, so ux(x)=cOlx(x).
-00

The according lower and upper cdf's are

respectively, with FX,l the cdf corresponding to lx after normalization.

This leads to prior imprecision

2 -1'
(cO -1) +co[FX, 1 (x) (l-FX, 1 (xi) ]

c O-1
------, with x the median of the distribution

C
O

+1 m

with cdf F
X,l

After updating, again the same form for the imprecision is derived, with Co
00

replaced by c n ' while lx(XI~) Jf(xIS)l(SI~)dS and
-00

00

ux(xl~) = Jf(xIS)u(81~)dS,
-00

so u (xlx)=c 1 (xix).
X - n X -

11



So the choice of 1 and u, such that u(9)=c 1(9) with c ~1 independent of 9,
n n

leads to equality of the maximum imprecision for 9 and for X, ~(9 )=~x(x ) .m m

For a member of the one-parameter exponential family, 1 can be defined

proportional to a precise conjugate prior distribution, leading to simple

calculations. Hence we define 1(9) h(9)Vexp{T~(9)I, with hyperparameters

(V,T), and u(9) = C
0
1(9), with CO~l.

This gives

9
Il(W)dW

-00

00

Il(W)dW
-00

9I h(W)Vexp{T~(W) ldw
~

------------------------, and the according
00I h(W)Vexp{T~(W) ldw

~

F(9) and F(9) follow by application of the above formulas.

c .
n

results in this section and section 3. In section 6 we give examples for

n

Updating is done by replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+ Lt(x
i
)), and replacing Co by

i:l

Also the predictive lower and upper cdf's are easily derived, using the

several members of this family of distributions.
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5. Interpretation and choice of c n

According to the model assumed in section 4, the imprecision is an

increasing function of c . If c =1 then the resulting maximal imprecision
n n

~(9 Ix)=O, where x={x , .. ,x }, while ~(9 IX)~l if c ~oo. The degree of
m- - 1 n m- n

imprecision is determined by c , so it is logical to define c as a strictly
n n

decreasing function of n, with c ~1 for n~oo.
n

For the model discussed in this report, we propose

co+n/~

c n l+n7~ ,

with cO~l and ~e~+. It follows that cn=c
O

for n=O, that c
n

is a strictly

decreasing function of n, and that c ~1 for n~oo.
n

Together with a prior distribution values of Co and ~ must be chosen. Here

Co relates to the prior imprecision, through the relation

c -1 1+~(9 ) l+~ (x )
~(9 ) = ~x(xm)

0
that leads

m X m
C

O
+1

to c =
1-~(9 ) 1-~ (x )m 0

m X m

Especially this last relation can be useful in practice to choose Co

(practical elicitation of expert opinions, and assessment of lower and upper

probabilities, will be discussed in a succeeding report) .

For the interpretation of ~ we look at the relation between the amount of

information, and c . We use Walley's measure for the amount of information,
n

described in section 2, and only use the maximal imprecision caused by F and

F. As shown in section 4, it does not matter whether we take lower and upper

cdf's for the parameter 9 or the according lower and upper predictive cdf's

for X.

Let
-1

I = ~(9 Ix) -1 be the amount of information available after n
n m,x.-

observations, where the imprecision is based on the cdf's that result after

updating of the priors, with 9 the median of the updated distribution
m,x

with cdf F
l
(91~), as presented in section 4. Further, let

be the prior amount of information, with 9 the median of
m

13
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The above definition of c leads to ~(e)n m

c -1o

~(e Ix) =
m,x -

c -1o
I =o

2
c -1o

and I
n

2(1+n/~)

c -1o
Interpretation of ~ (when restricted to ~E~+) is possible by I~=2IO' so ~ is

the number of data x, that provides an equal amount of information as the
~

prior information does.

This proposed form of c is only one of an infinite amount of possible
n

choices. However, this c satisfies all intuitively logical conditions, and
n

has a simple form. In practice, c must be chosen by the decision maker, the
n

person who must provide a solution to a certain decision problem, and hereto

uses prior information (for example expert opinions), and possibly

experimental data. To reach a decision, a model is used with some unknown

parameter, and the prior information must lead to the choice of imprecise

prior densities. To apply the model presented in this report only a few

parameters need to be assessed, namely the hyperparameters of the conjugate

lower prior density together with Co and ~ to define c
n

' The advantage of

this model is that only simple calculations are required. The decision maker

must use the prior information to choose the hyperparameters and cO' while

he must choose ~ by comparing the value he assigns to the prior information

with the value of a number of independent data that may come available, for

example by experiments.

14



6. Ex~les

From section 4 it results that only F
l

(8) and FX,l (x) are needed to

determine F(8), F(8), F (xl and F (x). Because updating is done by changing- -x X
the hyperparameters and Co to c

n
' the cdf's of the conjugate prior and the

according predictive for some hyperparameters (V,T) are all that is

necessary for statistical inference, when a distribution from the

one-parameter exponential family is chosen, together with c
n

' and the

imprecise priors 1(8) and u(8) are as in section 4.

In this section the necessary distributions for some members of this family

are provided, with notation of distributions and some standard functions as

presented in appendix 1.

1. Weibull distribution

Let x-w(a,~), with ~ a given constant. This distribution has pdf

f(x) = a~x~-lexp(-ax~), for x~O, with a>O, ~>o.

This is a member of the one-parameter exponential family, with g(X)=~x~-l,

h(a)=a, t(X)=x~ and ~(a)=-a.

A conjugate prior distribution is a-G(v+1,T), with ve~+ and T~O {see Martz

and Waller [5]}, while the predictive distribution for X, based on this

prior, can be found by the fact that the predictive distribution for xl/~ is

a Pareto distribution, xl/~-pa(V+l,T).

The pdf of this predictive distribution is (see appendix 2)

f(x) = (V+l)TV+1~x~-1(T+X~)-(V+2).

The corresponding cdf is F(x) _ 1 _ ( T )V+1
- T+X~

Updating, after n independent observations x={x
1

' .. ,x }, is done by
- n

replacing the hyperparameters (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lx~).

The distribution W(a,l) is equal to the exponential distribution Exp(a), so

results for this distribution follow immediately.
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2. Normal distribution

Firstly, let X_N(~,q2), with ~2>O a known constant {see Lee [4] l. This
2

2 -1/2 [- (x-~) ]distribution has pdf f(x) = (2n~) exp 2~2 ' for xER, with ~ER.

and TER, while the predictive,

replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lxi)'

This is a member of the one-parameter exponential family, with

g(X)=(2n~2)-1/2exp[~:: ], h(~)=exp[ ~~: ], t(x)=x and l/J(~)=~/~2. A

. .. (T ~2) . h INconJugate pr~or ~s ~-N ---,--- , w~t VE
v v +

2

b d h . . . (T (V+ 1) ~ )ase on t ~s pr~or, ~s X-N -V-' v .

When x come available, updating is done by

the one-parameter exponential

2/ 2 2t(x)=(x-~) 2 and l/J(~ )=-1/~ .

2
Secondly, let X-N(~,~), with ~eR a known constant. The pdf has the form of

family with g(x)=(2n)-1/2, h(~2)=(q2)-1/2,

. .• 2 (V-2) . hA conJugate pr~or ~s ~ -IG --2-,T , w~t

velN+\{1,2l and T>O.

The predictive distribution has (see appendix 3) pdf

(V-1) -1

[
(1-V/2) [1 v ]{ 1 2} -2 ]f(x) = ¥ZT B --2-'--2--1 T+--2-(x-~) , for xeR.

In literature, this distribution is known as a generalized Cauchy

distribution {see Rider [8] l.

The according cdf is (see appendix 3) :

for xs;~ F(x)
1

-2- [
B [1'~-1]]1 K(X) 2 2

with--2- ,

B[+, ~ -1]
K (x)

1
--2- +F (x)for x~~

[

B [+'-I--1]j1 K (x) •
--2- , w~th the same K(X) .

r 1 V ]Bl- --12 ' 2

When x come available, updating is done by replacing (V,T) by

(v+n, T+L (xi -~) 2/2 ) •
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3. Poisson distribution

Let X-P(A), for xeN, with A>O lsee Lee (4) l. This distribution has pdf

p(x) = e-AAXjx!, which is a member of the one-parameter exponential family

-1 -A
with g(x)=(x!) , h(A)=e , t(x)=x and ~(A)=lnA. A conjugate prior is

A-G(T+1,v), with veN+, Te~. The predictive distribution for X, based on this

prior, is X-NB(T+1'v~1)'

When x come available, updating is done by replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lxi)'

4. Binomial distribution

Let X-Bin(k,p), with keN+ constant and known lsee Press (6)}. This

distribution has pdf p(x) = ( ~ )pX(l_p )k-X, for xeIO,l, .. ,k), with O<p<l

(we assume pEIO,l}). This can be written in the general form by taking

g(X)=( ~ ), h(P)=(l_P)k, t(x)=x and ~(p)=ln(l~p). A conjugate prior is

p-Be(T+I,vk-T+1), with veN+ and TeN. The predictive distribution, based on

this prior, is a Polya distribution, X-Pol(k,T+1,vk-T+1), that is also known

in literature as a beta-binomial distribution.

When x come available, updating is done by replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lxi)'

5. Negative Binomial distribution

Let X-NB(k,p),

__ ( k+X
x
-1p(x)

with keN constant and known. This distribution has pdf
+

)pk(l_P)x, for xeN, with O<p<l (again we assume pEIO,l}).

This is a member of the one-parameter exponential family, with

k
h(p)=p , t(x)=x and ~(p)=ln(l-p). A conjugate prior is

with veN and TeN. The predictive pdf, based on this prior,
+

is found by using the general form:

g(X)=( k+:-1 ),

p-Be(vk+1,T+I),

(
k+x-1 )p(x) ~ B«v+1)k+1,T+X+1).

x
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In appendix 4 this distribution, known in literature as a Beta-Pascal

distribution {see Raiffa and Schlaifer [7]}, is discussed, and it is shown

that p(x) = ( k+:-l )B«V+l)k+l,T+X+l)jB(Vk+l,T+l).

For our purposes, however, the according cdf is needed. This is not

available in a simple form, so term-by-term calculation of all pdf values is

needed. In appendix 4 some recursion relations are given that simplify

these calculations.

When x come available, updating is done by replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lxi)'

6. Gamma distribution

Let X-G(a,~), with a>O a given constant. This distribution has pdf

f(x) = ~(~X)a-le-~Xjr(a), for x~O, with ~>O. This is a member of the

one-parameter exponential family, with g(X)=xa-1jf(a), h(~)=~a, t(x)=x and

for x~O, and corresponding cdf
av+a+l

B(a,av+l) (T+X)
f(x)

A conjugate prior distribution is ~-G(av+l,T), with VE~+ and T~O. The

corresponding predictive distribution (see appendix 5) has pdf

av+l a-I
T x

F(x) B x (a,av+l)jB(a,av+l).

T+X

When x come available, updating is done by replacing (V,T) by (v+n,T+Lxi)'

We remark that also the gamma distribution with known ~ belongs to this

family of distributions, with g(x)=~e-~x, h(a)=ljr(a), t(x)=ln(~x) and

~(a)=a-l. For this situation the results are less attractive, and in

practice this model is rarely of interest.

18



7. Concluding Remarks

In this report a simple general form for imprecise prior densities is

proposed for members of the one-parameter exponential family of

distributions. These densities have the form of the pdf of some member of a

conjugate family, which enables updating by simple means. These models can

be regarded as first suggestions for statistical models with imprecise prior

densities, a generalization of the standard Bayesian framework of

statistical inference.

The amount of imprecision should reflect the lack of knowledge about the

prior distribution, and a simple function c is proposed that describes the
n

degree of imprecision after new data have come available. This function

depends on the prior degree of imprecision, and on the number of data that

is supposed to provide an amount of information equal to the prior

information. The decision maker must choose values for two interpretable

parameters to define this function.

It is clear that the use of these models, and also of the entire concept of

imprecise probabilities, can only be evaluated by practical application. The

most important task for future research in this area is to work out all

necessary steps of a suitable procedure to apply this method to practical

decision problems.

To this end methods to elicit expert opinions are very important. In a

following report this will be discussed for the situation that the random

variable of interest represents the lifetime of a component.

It is also necessary to develop more models, but for practical use it is

useful, although not necessary, to keep the necessary amount of calculations

(e.g. in case of updating) small. To this end imprecise conjugate priors are

attractive.

The role of the decision maker, when models as proposed here are used,

should also be studied in practice. Especially a comparative (case-)study of

possible alternatives to our suggested form of c will be useful.
n

Finally, the use of this concept to solve decision problems needs to be

analyzed. Here decisions might have a statistical nature (estimators, tests

of hypotheses) or immediate practical importance (e.g. when a good solution

to a certain decision problem is needed) .
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Appendix 1 Standard functions and distributions

We give an overview of standard functions and distributions, used in this

report.

1. Gamma function

fIX) z-l -u
r(z) = u e du,

o
z>O.

2. Incomplete Gamma function

r (z) = ruZ-1e-Udu, z>O, x~O.
x 0

3. Beta function
1

f
z-l w-1

B(z,w) = u (l-u) du,
o

z>O, w>O. B(z,w)
f(z)f(w)

f (z+w)

4. Incomplete Beta function

B (z,w) = rUZ-1(1-U)W-1dU,
x 0

5. Normal distribution

z>O, w>O, o~x~n.

2
X-N (jl, 0' )

zERo

2 -1/2 [ - (x-jl) 2 ]f(x) = (2nO') exp , xeR, jle~, o'~O.

20'2

F(x) ~(x~jl), with ~ the edf of the standard normal distribution,

fz -1/2 2
~(z) (2n) exp[-x /2]dx,

-IX)

f(x)

6. Exponential distribution

-AX
Ae , x~O, A>O.

X-Exp(A)

F (x)
-Ax

1 - e .

7. Weibull distribution X-W(a,(3)

f(x) a(3x(3-1exp (-ax(3), x~O, a>O, (3)0.

F(x) 1 - exp(-ax(3) .
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8. Gamma distribution X-G(a,(3)

f(x) (3«(3X)a-le -(3x/r (a), x~O, a>O, (3)0.

F(x) r(3x(a)/r(a).

9. Inverted Gamma distribution X-IG(a,(3)

f (x)
a - (a+l)

(3 x exp(-(3/x)/r(a), x>O, a>O, (3)0.

F(x) 1 - r(3/x(a)/r(a).

By comparing this distribution (see Martz and Waller [S, p.l0l]) to the

inverse Chi-squared distribution (see Lee (4, p.236-237]) it can be seen

that these two are identical, only with different parameters. Some authors

prefer to work with the inverse Chi-squared distribution.

10. Pareto distribution X-Pa (a, 0)

a -(a+l)
f(x) = ao (o+x) , x~O, a>O, 0>0.

F (x) 1 _ (_0)a
o + x

We have chosen this definition of the Pareto distribution for convenience.

Usually Y=X+o is said to have a pareto distribution, in which case

a -(a+l)
fy(y) = ao y , for y~o.

11. Beta distribution X-Be (a,(3)

a-I (3-1/f(x) x (I-x) B(a,(3), O<x<l, a>O, (3)0.

12. Polya distribution X-Pol(n,r,s)

p(x) = ( ~ )B(r+x,s+n-X)/B(r,S), xe{O,l, .. ,n}, neN+, r>O, s>O.

(We use N= {O, 1, .. }, and N+=N\ {O } . )

This distribution is also know as beta-binomial distribution.

13. Poisson distribution

-A x
p(x) = e A/X!, xeN, A>O.

X-P (A)
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14. Binomial distribution X-Bin(k,p)

(
k ) x k-xp(x) = x P (l-p) , xE {0, 1, .. , k}, kErN+' O;Sp~::l.

15. Negative Binomial distribution X-NB(k,p)

{In statistics, the name 'negative binomial distribution' is used for random

variables with several different definitions. We define X to be the number

of failures until the k
th

success.}

(
k+x-l ) k xp(x) = P (l-p) ,

x
xErN, kErN+, O~p~l.

Appendix 2 Predictive distribution for the Weibull distribution with

known ~, and gamma prior for a.

The predictive pdf is,
00

f(x) ~ ~x~-l I aV+lexp{-a(T+X~) Ida = r(V+2)~x~-1(T+X~)-(V+2), for x~O, where
o

the equality can be proven by defining u=a(T+x~) in the integral. We know

that f(x) = CNX~-1(T+X~)-(V+2), with c
N

the normalizing constant,

For this last equality, we must use the following result:

(
a+l )

b -1m -S--c B (~:\ c-a:l) .

first define y=x~, followed by z=l.
m+y

c
N

' by taking a=~-l, m=T, b=~ and c=v+2, for

fulfilled.

We use this result to calculate

which values all conditions are

In calculating the above integral, we

a+l
Let m>O, a>-l, b>O and c>-S-' then

00 00

I a ( + b) -cd I (alb) ( ) -cb-l ((l-b) Ib) dx m x x = y m+y y y
o 0

1 (a+l-b) -cb-\I (1~:) b (l:Z) m(l-z) -2dz =

The corresponding cdf is

r v+l ~-1 ~ -(v+2)
F(x) = (V+l)T ~w (T+W) dw

o
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Appendix 3 Predictive distribution for the normal distribution with

k . . f 2nown M, and ~nverted gamma pr~or or ~ .

Using the general results for members of the one-parameter exponential

family of distribution, we derive the predictive pdf:

f(x) 0<:
00 { }-(V-l)/22 - (v+ 1 ) 2 2 2 2 v-I 2of (~ ) / exp(-[T+(X-M) /2]/~ }d~ = r(T) T+(x-M) /2 ,

with normalizing constant

of an inverted gamma

f(x)

where the equality can be proven by using the pdf

{ }

-(V-l)/2
c T+ (x-M) 2/2 ,distribution. Hence

c such that

OO{ }-(V-l)/2-1 2 (l-v 2) 1 v
c = _oof T+(X-M) /2 dx =..,I2T / a[-2-'-2--1].

This result is derived by calculating the integral over the interval [M,oo),

and multiplying this by two (the function is symmetric around M). The

is solved by first defining y=(x-M)2/2 ,
OO{ }-(V-l)/2

integral J T+(X-~)2/2 dx

M

and then using the standard integral presented in appendix 2, with a=-1/2,

m=T, b=1 and C=(V-l)/2.

This leads to the predictive pdf

[
(I-V/2) [1 v ]{ 1 2}(V;1)]-1

f(x) =..,I2T B ~'--2--1 T+--
2
-(x-M) , for xelR.

To calculate the according cdf, another standard integral is needed, that is

analogous to the integral above and in appendix 2, but now on a finite

interval. This standard integral is:

ra b -c
x (m+x) dx

o
b

- 1 (a:l_c)a (a+l _a+l)
m c for k~O, and the same

C::b] b' b'
conditions for a, m, band c as in appendix 2. This integral is proven in

the same way as the integral in appendix 2, and the only difference is that

the Beta function is replaced by the incomplete Beta function.

The cdf is easily found by using the same method used to calculate the

normalizing constant for the pdf:
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for x~/J. F(x)
1

-2- -
[

B [ 1'~-1]]
1 K (x) 2 2

---2 B[ 1 ~-1] ,
2 ' 2

with K (x)

2
(x-/J.) /2

for x~/J. F (x)
1

2 [
B [1~-1]]2 ' 2

1 K (x) .
+ --2- , w~th the same K(X).

B[_1 ~-1]
2 ' 2

In Johnson and Kotz [3] a generalization of the Cauchy distribution is

shortly discussed, based on a paper by Rider [8]. The generalized Cauchy

distribution is defined by its pdf:

f (x) kr(h) [I
-2;\-r-(k---1-)'-r'-(-h-_-k--1-)- 1 +

(X-l,:)
;\ I

k] -h,
for xeR, with ;\, k and hall

positive.

The predictive pdf derived above has this form, with l,:=/J., ;\=I2T, k=2 and

h=(V-1)/2.

Appendix 4 Predictive distribution for the negative binomial

distribution with beta prior for p.

Using the general form of the predictive pdf for a member of the

one-parameter exponential family of distributions, based on a conjugate

prior, we get p(x) ~ ( k+:-l )B((V+1)k+1,L+X+1).

Raiffa and Schlaifer [7] discuss the beta-Pascal distribution, which has pdf

p(nlr',n',r) =

n~r, n'>r'>O.

(r+r' -1) ! (n+n' -r-r' -1) ! (n-1) ! (n' -1) !
. , for neN , reN ,
(r-l) ! (r' -1) ! (n- r) ! (n' - r' -1) ! (n+n' -1) ! + +

The predictive pdf can be written in the same form, by defining n=x+L+l,

r=L+l, n'=(v+l)k+l and r'=vk+l. Then the beta-Pascal pdf is a normalized

mass function for xeN, by defining Px(X)=P(x+L+IIL,V,k) for all xeN. Hence

we derive predictive pdf

(
k+x-1 )p(x) = x B((V+l)k+l,L+x+l)jB(Vk+l,L+l).
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p(nlr',n',r)

TO calculate the according cdf one has to compute all necessary pdf values

term-by-term. Raiffa and Schlaifer [7] provide the following recursion

relations that simplify these computations:

(n-l) (n+n' -r-r' -1)
(n+n' -1) (n-r) p (n- 1 1 r' , n' , r) , and also

p(nlr' ,n' ,r)
(n+n' ) (n+l-r) ,

( , ') p(n+l!r',n ,r).n n+n -r-r

As a base of the recursion, one term must be evaluated by use of the

complete formula for p(nlr' ,n',r).

Appendix 5 Predictive distribution for the gamma distribution with known

a, and gamma prior for ~.

To calculate the normalizing constant, thefor x2:0.
( )

av+a+l
T+X

Using the general results, we derive for the predictive pdf:

a-I
xf(x) IX

standard integral of appendix 2 is used, with a=a-l, b=l, c=av+a+l and m=T.

This leads to f(x)
av+l a-I

T x
av+a+lB (a, av+l) ("t+x)

for x2:0. By rewriting this

pdf to f (x) ------T----=2- (T:X) a-I (T:X) av,
B(a,av+l) (T+X)

it shows that it relates to

a Beta distribution.

To derive the cdf, the standard integral of appendix 3 has to be used, with

the same parameters as above, leading to F(x) = B (a,av+l)jB(a,av+l).
x

T+X
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